GCX II Grade Control
Practical and Professional Systems

Cube Consulting has a very strong focus on the
operating needs of producing mine sites, with a history
in building, implementing and training in Grade Control
systems built around Surpac. With over forty successful
deployments in Africa, Asia and Australia, our geology
team have experience across a range of commodities in
underground and open pit environments.

The new GCX II system includes the ECX estimation
engine for managing estimations in multi-element and
multi-domain environments efficiently, repeatedly and in an auditable fashion.
GCX II provides a logical sequence of commonly performed grade control tasks,
integrated into an easy-to-use and intuitive set of menus and forms. Whether you are
using a simple estimation technique or more advanced techniques, once we have a full
understanding of your requirements, GCX II implementation is rapid. Parameters such as
material classification and presentation settings are stored externally, meaning you have
full control over your system. GCX II is fully compatible with a 64-bit environment.

We provide full training and documentation to ensure the system is implemented
successfully and geologists are productive. GCX II is the most modern system available,
developed by the grade control specialists.

About Cube
Cube Consulting provides consulting
services and software systems to the global
mining industry. We are a quality team of
geologists, mining engineers and IT
professionals with a wide range of skills and
experience applicable from advanced
exploration projects through to operational
mines. Our Mining Solutions team have
delivered software systems into many mine
sites and have established skills in
structuring, managing and extracting
meaningful information from mining data.
•

Geological and Mine Engineering Consulting services based on extensive practical
and field based experience.

•

Software applications that support our customer’s business systems, focusing on
the critical areas of Mine Production Management and Grade Control.

•

IT services for mining in Database and Systems Administration.

Our goal is to ensure our customers succeed through practical and professional advice.

For more information email enquiries@cubeconsulting.com
or call Rebecca Kellam on +61 8 9442 2111
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